
CHAPTER THREE 

PT. 8 | Self-Publishing vs Traditional Publishing 

Let's take a closer look at self-publishing (indie) and traditional publishing!

Today, we're going look at gatekeepers, creative control, distribution and more. But �rst, let's make a

gratitude list...

 



TODAY'S GRATITUDE

Name (1) place you're grateful for. * Who's (1) person you're grateful for? * What's (1) thing you're grateful for?



RECAP | PROS + CONS 

 

 

Remember, no matter which publishing pathway you take, you are the primary promoter of your book. 

A Word About POD

Publisher:  

A Print-On-Demand

publisher is a way to

publish your own book

using back-o�ce tools

and POD systems for

formatting, printing,
sales, shipping, catalog,
distribution, paying

royalties and some even

o�er marketing support.
Examples are

iUniverse.com, Blurb,

LuLu, CreateSpace,

IngramSpark,

Outskirts.com and

BookBaby.com. 
 
 

Indie

 

Pros

The pros to indie

publishing include: total

control of creative and

entire process, no middle

person to take any book

sale pro�ts, more

marketability (including to

bookstores if the book is

set up right with a

distributor), timing is your

own, own ISBN & total

rights.

Cons

The cons include: initial

investment for a high

quality product, more

responsibility in choosing

your team and a higher

learning curve if you “go it

alone.” 

 

Hybrid

 

Pros

The pros to hybrid

publishing include: the

risks and rewards are more

evenly distributed between

the author and the

publisher. The author is

expected to share some of

the costs related to the

book publishing process,

but at the same time,

higher royalties than

traditional publishers (50%

royalties are not

uncommon). Both the

author and the hybrid

publisher have a vested

interest in the �nancial

success of the book, you

own rights on everything

(ISBN, Copyright).

Cons

The cons include: initial

up-front investment, less

pro�t margin than indie

publishing, may be

required to crowdsource

content, prove you have

an audience, or raise a

certain amount of funding

before you’re o�ered a

deal. 

 

Traditional

 

Pros

The pros to being a

traditionally published

author include: a

con�dence boost for being

“vetted,” an advance

(average non-�ction

advance is $1,000), some

marketing assistance if

you’re a returning author,

no "upfront" out of pocket

costs, partner with an

established team that

knows the market and has

years of experience.

Cons

The cons include: three to

�ve years from acceptance

by an agent to seeing your

book in print, no marketing

assistance if you’re a �rst-

time author (or minimal

assistance until your book

earns out its advance, then

no more), small royalties

typically 3.5% to 10%; must

pay back advance �rst,

publisher takes most of

your rights, including

repurposing (you may own

copyrights but ISBN locks

them in as your publisher –

not you).

 

**Mohawkmomma Studio works with writers like you using Blurb POD platform to distribute worldwide. We help you do it

yourself, not by yourself. As a full-service, indie publishing house, we help thoughtful, light-bearing people write their books



and become published authors with a strong emphasis on soul care and self-care.

Less Gatekeepers 
 

1. Less Gatekeepers 
Major traditional publishers do not typically accept unsolicited manuscripts; they usually work with agents, which introduce

two entities your manuscript must impress before it can achieve publication.

                

Agents get masses of manuscripts sent to them every single day. This is why it takes them months to get back to authors,

often with a generic “thanks, but no thanks” response. When literary agents and mid to small traditional publishers take time

to sit down and sift through the slush pile, they are looking for reasons to say “no” rather than “yes”. Here’s why they say

“no”: 

           

Competition is Tough

Because publishers are taking on so few authors, there are a very limited number of new authors that literary agents can

represent every year, and competition is high to get picked up. Publishers are running a business, so they need to be

assured what they take on sells, so every title they’re pitched by an agent has to equal dollar signs over competing titles.

       



The Work is Not Quite Ready

Your work may show promise and potential, but agents simply do not have the time to develop your writing and guide you

through the revision process. They know that the publishers they pitch to are looking for reasons to say “no”, and that any

manuscript they send over to them that needs loads of reworking will be rejected.                    

 

They’re Looking for Something Speci�c

Agents regularly meet publishers to get a good understanding of exactly what they are looking for at that time. This will take

into account the sort of authors the publishers already have, and which of those are selling the most copies. For example, a

crime editor might buy three new books a year and want: one American thriller, one Scandi noir, and one British cozy crime.

If an agent pitches them a gritty, urban, gangland crime thriller, they are simply not going to be interested. Agents basically

have shopping lists from the publishers and will only take on manuscripts that match those lists.

                    

The Author Platform Isn’t Large Enough

Traditional publishers and literary agents are going to take notice if you can prove you have a large following already, as they

know there’s potential for those people to buy your book. This might be having a top YouTube channel (funny how most top

YouTubers have books now), a TV show (especially for non-�ction, such as cooking), or even a popular blog. This is why it’s

worth putting yourself out there and connecting with your audience before you even �nish writing your book.

More Control 
 

2. More Control    
Unlike traditional publishing, self-publishing invites control over two key areas of the publishing process: creative control

and money matters.    

                

Creative Control

As the publisher, you determine whether suggested edits get made and which �nal cover design is chosen. Sometimes

traditionally published authors are asked to cut sections of their books based on feedback from the house’s editor, and

several have very little say in the �nal cover that represents their story. There are reasons for this of course; it’s the job of

editors and designers at publishing houses to make these calls, and they wouldn’t have their jobs if they didn’t know what

they were doing. But as a self-publisher, you decide which professionals you hire and have the �nal say on decisions that

are made.                    

 

Publisher Earnings



The average author royalty earned in traditional publishing is about $1 per book sale, and book advances have to be earned

back $1 at a time before you ever see another dime. Deciding to self-publish can mean you earn more per sale, for which

you would only receive a fraction if you were with a traditional publishing house.

Distribution 
 

3. Distribution            

There is a stigma that a self-published book won’t travel farther than a writer’s personal bookshelf. This is a myth that should

be put to rest in today’s indie publishing landscape.

                   

With book distribution, like that provided by Mohawkmomma Studio, self-published books have distribution opportunities

much like traditionally published books. Mohawkmomma Studio shares self-published titles with over retail partners

worldwide (including Barnes & Noble and your local independent bookstore), libraries, and major online retailers (including

Amazon, Apple, and Kobo). 

                   

Independent publishers need to think bigger than selling via Amazon or their author website alone. It’s also time to think

bigger than your hometown, as IngramSpark not only distributes to retailers within the United States, Australia, and the

United Kingdom but worldwide.  

 

There’s no reason your book can’t achieve distribution like those produced by big traditional publishers. All you need is the

right distribution partner. You never know where or how readers will �nd your book, so it’s important not to limit your

distribution to Amazon alone or relegate sales to just your home country.        

Indie Pride 
 



4. Indie Pride                

As an independent publisher, you have yourself to thank when your book is successful. It is due not just to your writing

abilities, but also your business sense. To be a successful traditionally published author is not the same as being a successful

self-published author, because as a self-publisher, your success is wholly your own. Self-publishing allows you to: 

               

Become a champion for your work (and the work of others if you decide to self-publish others as well)

Own your publishing experience as your choice, not as something that’s in any way second best

Enter into a community of authors operating outside the traditional system

Let go of the need to be validated by the powers that be and discover that reader validation is its own form of

grati�cation

Feel proud of your book, and its journey to publication, which stems from the merits of your e�orts.     

Is it time to take a break and rest, sis? Make sure to go at a sustainable pace.



Get Your Foot in the Door         
 

5. Get Your Foot in the Door                    

Self-publishing and traditional publishing don’t have to be an either/or decision. For many authors, getting traditionally

published is their dream, and like many things, the path to success in book publishing can be made of stepping stones.        

       

As mentioned previously, the �rst big stepping stone to becoming traditionally published for many is �nding a literary agent.

This task can seem extremely daunting, but many have landed a literary agent or book deal by self-publishing �rst with the

following tips:



                

Hone Your Craft

First things �rst: you’ve got to be a good writer. Good writing is what grabs the attention of a literary agent. Write every day,

write when you don’t want to, and write a lot. Even if you think what you’ve put on paper is bad, you’re actually re�ning your

writing skills the more you exercise your writing abilities.                    

 

Invite Yourself to the Party

When you’re just starting out, looking at publishing a book with a major publisher is like standing at the summit of Mount

Everest. If you’re not in a position to make that quantum leap just yet (few are), then don’t worry about it! Platforms like

Mohawkmomma Studio allow writers to publish their own work, get it out into the world, and start making a name for

themselves.                

 

Make Connections

At the end of the day, so much of your success in landing an agent is going to be who you know. Go to events, attend

readings, and engage with people in the industry on social media. 

 

Use Self-Publishing as Your Launching Point

Your self-published book can help you build up your author platform and acquire sales to gain momentum behind your

name. Once you’ve achieved this, it's time to start thinking about your next project.

                    

When your new manuscript or proposal is ready and you know it's time to get an agent to represent it, the only method is to

start emailing like crazy, and reference your impressive sales and following generated by your �rst book. Start by compiling a

list of literary agencies, and be sure to do your research on which agent represents which genre. 

 

The worst thing you can do is waste time and energy sending your fantasy �ction YA novel to an agent who only represents

non�ction memoirs. Email as many agents as you can until you �nd the one who is just as excited about your book as you

are.                    

 

Much like traditional publishing, self-publishing is an important business decision. It can be treated lightly or executed

quickly, but authors should expect out of it exactly what they put in. If you invest very little into getting your work to market,

then you’ll see very little return and very little attention from readers and those in the publishing industry.

PT. 9 | MEDIA + ASSIGNMENT DASHBOARD 

 

Business Plan Assignment - Get Clear 



Let's examine your book’s purpose, target market, marketing strategy, if it has a way to generate revenue, and a few

additional categories as well. 

 

Directions: 

#1: Fill out each of the below sections. This plan can be for your eyes only! You 

can write in bullets, sentences— what ever makes you happy! Challenge yourself to �ll out 

each section. 

 

The areas where you have di�culty indicate "research" where additional research needs 

to be done.

 

#2: This is critically important! Head to your calendar and set an appointment for 1 month 

out to re-evaluate your plan. This is your own personal accountability date to see how you 

are progressing, if anything changed, or if you can advance your plan in any way. 

 

 

Your Purpose - Your Why 

 

Purpose: What is the purpose of this book?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Your Description - Does It Identify A Problem + Soultion 

 

Description: In one or two sentences, describe your book.

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Your Marketing Research

 

Three Keys to Book Market Research

There are three crucial things you must do in order to create a book that readers will buy and recommend to their friends. 

 



1. Understand who your ideal reader is

2. Understand what your ideal reader wants

3. Give your readers what they want

 

Market research is about creating a product that serves your customers better. If you know who they are and what they want,

you can make better decisions about what to put in your book and how you position your market in the marketplace.

Podcast Listening

Listen to The Publishing Pro�ts Podcast following episodes - have your notebook handy. ;)

 

Download the Companion Book Market Research Guide 
Six Simple Steps to E�ective Book Market Research - This is a companion guide to episode #142, use it to help you answer

the eleven-part marketing questions below. 

#142 Six Simple Steps to E�ective Book Market Research (30-minute runtime)  

 

#144 What Traditional and Indie Publishers Can Teach Each Other (42-minute runtime) 

 

#165 How Traditional Publishing and Agents Work (25-minute runtime) 

 

Download the Companion Book Market Research Guide 
Six Simple Steps to E�ective Book Market Research  

https://791ecafc-fc6c-45bb-9e24-b99433ac965e.filesusr.com/ugd/479583_f82942a2ef16492cbc51b3c80c8f510f.pdf?index=true
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/142-six-simple-steps-to-effective-book-market-research/id788984301?i=1000388995948
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/144-what-traditional-indie-publishers-can-teach-each/id788984301?i=1000389628462
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/165-how-traditional-publishing-agents-work-evan-marshall/id788984301?i=1000395487231
https://791ecafc-fc6c-45bb-9e24-b99433ac965e.filesusr.com/ugd/479583_f82942a2ef16492cbc51b3c80c8f510f.pdf?index=true


Your Book Advantage: How does your book di�er from other titles? Why is it needed? What does it accomplish that makes

it needed in the market place?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Product Analysis: What are the production specs? Analyze comparable titles, what are their dimensions, cover style, page

numbers, reading levels, price range?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Comparable Analysis: What book(s) is your title similar to? How are they selling? What can we learn about this type of book

from comparables? Does the market need another book of this kind?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Target End Reader: Who is your target market? What are they like? What are their consumer habits? Where do they make

their purchases? What type of product are they looking for (digital, print, audio)?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Desired End Reader Experience: What do you intend as your reader’s experience? What will they take away? What will

they feel? What will they gain?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *



Production Budget: How much will be spent on production? What are the costs?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Sales Goals: Where will you be selling?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Assessment: How will we assess growth?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Pre-Marketing and Review Strategy: You want to build the pipeline BEFORE the book launches. How will you begin to

market before the book is released?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Pre-Sales Strategy: Who will you pre-sell your title to?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Post Marketing Strategy: How will you market after the book is released?

__________________________________________________________________________________ *

Brand Recognition Measurables:

 
1.  Start a Blog 
2. Start Instagram or Social Media Page 
3. Start Email List 
__________________________________________________________________________________

PT. 10 | CHAPTER 3 QUIZ 



 

Agents basically have shopping lists from the publishers and will only take on manuscripts that match those lists. *

Select

A self-published book can help you build up your author platform and acquire sales to gain momentum behind your name.

*

Select

No matter your publishing pathway, you want to waut to build a pipeline AFTER the book launches. *

Select

You should get book reviews BEFORE you launch the book. *

Select

Chapter 3 Quiz Answers

 

Agents basically have
shopping lists from the
publishers and will only take
on manuscripts that match
those lists.

True.

A self-published book can
help you build up your author
platform and acquire sales to
gain momentum behind your
name.

True.

No matter your publishing
pathway, you want to wait to
build a pipeline AFTER the
book launches.

False.

You should get book reviews BEFORE you launch the book.

True.



You �nished it !  

Mohawkmomma,  

Your devotion is Be-YOU-tiful, SOULjourner!

Initials I have completed all the assignments, and I'm ready to proceed to Chapter 4 - Self-

Publishing Tips for Success

Overall, how are you feeling about your chapter 3? *

Select


